Hyvinkää
Symbiotic fabric

Symbiotic def: denoting a mutually beneficial relationship between different people or groups.
Due to the scarce and limited natural resources, a revolution is necessary in the way we understand life. A new humanism, with different types of relationships is necessary in order to achieve a sustainable way of living that substitutes the selfish and consuming model we currently have. Sharing at all scales, from the city to local. A change
of mentality that will ensure a green future. “What people call natural resources, we call it our friends”. “The world
cannot evolve from its actual situation of crisis with the same thought that created it”.
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The symbiotic strategy implemented in the project targets to foster the productive identity of Hyvinkää
in the past, and reveal the rich landscape that the site has. Positioning Hyvinkää as a place with a community
identity feeling where the people can share abilities and infrastructures.
Two main identities have been mixed in Hyvinkää . The urban identity translated in a boulevard where the different
districts are connected and the rebelion of the landscape , implementing the biodiversity thank you to the green
corridors generated by the buffer of train rails.

Hyvinkää
Urban identity

Celebrating the history of Hyvinka we emphasize the its landscape and history with its territorial connection . Making the city center identity as a landscape pocket with tho different identity sides. The east side more compact
and urban. And the west side of the pocket. With an attractive landscape and hub connection of different productive programs.
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URBAN IDENTITY
FOOD PRODUCTION

Nodes of neighborhoods begin to appear scattered
associated to the introduced border green areas.
This neighborhoods share program with the city
at different scales, being this specific program
always connected in a series of gradient sharing
situations.
A pedestrian ring crosses all of these interesting
limit situations, incorporating visitors to local
and global sharing activities, resulting in a mix
of users, allowing new relations to take place
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